This paper examines the moral ambiguity that surrounded alcohol consumption in early China and the ways in which the use and abuse of alcohol served as a measure to judge the past. Rule-guided drinking was part of social life, but, importantly, it was also a corner stone in sacrificial ritual and therefore an important measure to please the spirit world. In assessing the past, early Chinese writers often judged rulers and their regimes based on the way they handled alcohol and ritualized drinking. Moderation or excess in drinking was seen as a key indicator in a regime's health: bad and overindulgent rulers were pitched against sages, who were portrayed as masters in the art of moderate consumption. These judgements run as a red thread through the written record, from Zhou bronze inscriptions to Han memorials.
Is not the way of the sage like a jug of wine set up in the middle of a crossroads? Those who pass by will pour some wine out, some take more, others less, in unequal amounts; but they all take what they think is appropriate. 1 In the year 10 CE Wang Mang's 王莽 (r. 9-23 CE) Superintendent of Agriculture, Lu Kuang 魯匡, submitted a memorial to the throne. In it he urged his ruler to set up a government monopoly on the production and distribution of alcoholic drink. The idea that the imperial court should control the production of alcohol or ban alcohol consumption during designated periods of time was not new. More than a century earlier, in 98 BCE, the Han court had implemented a similar monopoly, albeit one it found hard to successfully implement. Unlike the production of salt and iron, brewing turned out to be almost impossible to patrol and so the monopoly was abolished shortly afterwards following court debates in 81 BCE. 2 There were precedents prior to the establishment of the Han when authorities sought to curb the use and abuse of alcohol. The state of Qin for instance had placed periodic restrictions on alcohol. Its statutes on agriculture uncovered at Shuihudi 睡虎地 (Yunmeng county, Hubei province; dating to 217 BCE) note that it was a crime for commoners living on farms to sell jiu 酒 "ale/wine". 3 Furthermore, the text at the heart of what would later be referred to as the legalist doctrine that had shaped Qin, acknowledges the prospect of lucrative revenues that come with a monopoly on the sale of alcohol.
According to the Book of Lord Shang (Shang jun shu 商君書), the legalist state was to impose heavy taxes on wine and meat:
If the prices of wine and meat are made high, and the taxes on them so heavy that they add up to ten times the cost of production, then merchants and retailers will be few, the farming populace will not be able to indulge in drinking bouts and officials will not overeat. If there are few merchants and retailers, then the ruler will not waste his grain; if people are unable to indulge in drinking bouts, agriculture will not be neglected; if officials do not overindulge, affairs of state will not be delayed and the ruler will not make mistakes in promoting people. If the ruler does not waste grain and if the people do not neglect agriculture, then it is certain that waste lands will be brought under cultivation. 4 At times alcohol prohibitions were alleviated by the granting of drinking amnesties, also known as pu 酺, as occurred in the late 180s BCE when emperor Han Wendi 文帝 gave permission to allow drinking gatherings for five days. Outside these periodic amnesties, Han law stipulated that those who gathered together in groups of three to drink "for no particular reason (wu gu 無故)" were subject to a fine. 5 We have no way of knowing how lenient enforcers of the law were in judging what constituted a justified occasion for drinking.
Returning to Lu Kuang's memorial, however, it is clear that both ritual precept as well as the perceived moral conduct of those who drank were important markers. Indeed in his memorial Lu first emphasizes the vital role of wine in sacrificial ritual. He also 4 points at its medical benefits and then goes on to argue that alcohol abuse had led to decadence in the past:
Wine is a beautiful gift of Heaven (天之美祿). It is the means whereby the rulers of old used to foster and nourish All under Heaven in sacrificial offerings and prayers for good fortune, and the means whereby they supported the physically weak and nourished the sick. Gatherings for the hundred rites would not take place without wine (非酒不行).
Lu Kuang then invokes two canonical texts that seemingly take opposing views on alcohol consumption, only to try and reconcile both positions:
Thus the Odes 詩 say: "If we are without wine, we buy some." But the Analects 論 語 claim that "Confucius did not partake of wine bought [on the market]." These two citations do not contradict each other ( 二 者 非 相 反 也 ). The Odes show evidence of an era of inherited peace, when the sale of wine was controlled by officials (酒酷在官), when wine was mild and excellent, convenient for all, and could easily be presented before one another. The Confucius of the Analects was active in a period that saw decline and disorder befall the Zhou, when wine sales were controlled (privately) by the people (酒酷在民), when the wine was poor, deficient, and adulterated; and therefore he mistrusted it and did not drink it. 6 It is noteworthy how Lu Kuang's proposal to establish a government monopoly invokes alcohol consumption as a marker for judgement of the past and the moral conduct of individuals: when alcohol falls within the control of bureaucratic office (guan 官) it can be a substance for the good; however when handled by "the people" (min 民) it creates trouble. Not only the consumption of alcohol, but also the purity and quality of the brews offered around the sacrificial altars and imbibed during banquets, it is claimed here, reflect the moral calibre of the times one lives in. At work here is the moral arbiter seeking to conciliate the ingestion of alcohol as a rule-guided and ritualised activity on the one hand, with drinking for pleasure on the other. By Wang Mang's time this idea that alcohol consumption was one among several significant indicators of the health of a regime and a barometer of the past appears to have been well embedded. Historical judgement was intricately intertwined with an assessment of how successive rulers and their officials handled alcohol: overindulgent rulers were pitched against sages, who were portrayed as masters in the art of moderate consumption. Such judgements run as a red thread through the written record, from Zhou bronze inscriptions to Han memorials such as the one mentioned above.
A drunken past
At the heart of Lu Kuang's memorial is a concern documented in China's historical record nearly as far back as the Shang (ca. 1200 BCE): namely, the idea that a substance that was indispensable to ensuring the efficacy of a sacrifice --alcohol in the form of 6 fermented grain liquorsat the same time, and when not properly managed, could tempt ordinary mortals to indulge in behavior that would obtain the opposite result of being abandoned by the spirit authorities altogether. "Getting the spirits drunk" (shen ju zui zhi 神具醉止), to paraphrase one piece preserved in the Odes ("Chu ci" 楚茨; "Thorny Caltrop"; Mao 209), could be a risky business for those participating in proceedings. 7 This moral ambiguity of alcohol sparked comments on the character of individual rulers, their government as well as the epoch they represented.
The oldest layer of historical commentary sets the use and abuse of grain liquors in the context of ritual sacrifice. As early as Shang times, the pledging of wine, i.e. millet ale, was a routine element in ritual. A substantial number of Shang ritual bronzes were designed to heat or pour wine. Oracle bone inscriptions make reference to a feast or banquet offered to the spirits known as xiang 饗. 8 Bronze inscriptions and sacrificial hymns from the succeeding Zhou period are replete with references to fragrant food and alcohol offered up to the spirits and consumed by ritual participants. Yet these texts also acknowledge the at times orgiastic atmosphere in which sacrificial events took place and warn of the dangers of excess. Alcohol was a central ingredient in ritual proceedings, yet it also challenged the physical and moral restraints imposed by ritual.
The association of alcohol with the moral decay of society is at the heart of the narrative of the demise of China's first historical dynasty, the Shang. An inscription cast on a bronze known as the "Da Yu ding" 大盂鼎, which records King Kang's 康王 As to those serving in his administration, in serving wine they would not dare to get drunk, when assisting at the chai 祡 and zheng 烝 sacrifices, they would not dare to make merry … We know that Yin [Shang] lost its Mandate because the feudatories of Yin and Yin's senior officers and princes all became lax through wine-drinking. 9 A stark warning against overindulgence in drink also occurs in the "Mao Gong ding" 毛 公鼎, a late Western Zhou vessel recording instructions given by King Xuan 宣王 (r. 827/25-782 BCE) to his minister Mao Gong Cuo 毛公厝, and alcohol abuse is recorded in several other vessel inscriptions. 10 It is in a text known as the "Jiu gao" 酒誥 (Pronouncement on Alcohol), one of twelve royal speeches preserved in the Shangshu 尚書 (Book of Documents), that we find what may be the oldest sustained criticism of the use of alcohol in Chinese history.
Most scholars accept that the Pronouncement dates to the Western Zhou (1045-771 BCE). 11 The text takes the form of a speech by King Cheng 成王 (r. 1042/35-1006 BCE), or, possibly, the Duke of Zhou 周公 (r. 1115-1108 BCE), to the king's younger brother, and it describes how the Shang perished when its last rulers succumbed to drinking. 12 The first part of the speech reiterates the permissible uses of alcohol: alcohol should be used for important sacrificial offerings only; 13 Heaven invariably punishes those who indulge in alcohol; people should drink only if and when they are presenting sacrifice; virtue therefore lies in sobriety. Only when one's duties to the elderly and the sovereign have been fulfilled should celebratory consumption of alcohol be permitted. In the second part of the address the founding kings of Shang are praised for their virtues while Zhou 紂, the last descendent of the once virtuous kings, is denounced for his excesses: "Wasted and inebriated, unwilling to stop and becoming ever more excessive, he [Zhou] took leave of his senses, not even death frightened him." Clouded by alcohol, King Zhou fails to offer "fragrant sacrifices whose scent of virtue would ascend to Heaven". Sacrificial scent is presented as a conduit for de 德 "virtue": "[the Shang] people flocked together in drunkenness, their stench was smelled on high." In sum, the house of Shang is said to have perished by the powers of alcohol. Wine, a later chapter in the Shangshu notes, destroyed the virtue of its founders, Heaven had sent down its wrath, and the Shang people committed the ultimate crime: they ate the animal victims destined for the spirits. 14 The Pronouncement concludes with a pledge that the succeeding Zhou would monitor the intake of alcohol, arrest groups gathering to drink and give counsel to Shang ministers and officials who were addicted to alcohol. Thus establishing control over alcohol and the unbridled or unauthorized gathering of people was enshrined as a feat of good government which, in turn, was associated with the golden age of Zhou. By insisting that alcohol was to be consumed primarily in the context of sacrifice, the Pronouncement relegates the use of alcohol outside sacrifice to the realm of prohibition and taboo. It may be the first narrative in Chinese history that separates secular alcohol consumption from the sacrificial use of alcohol, condemning the former. repeatedly of the virtues of moderation. On one occasion he tells his lord that in antiquity protocol required that all those who toasted more than five rounds would face execution.
The aim of drinking, Yanzi insisted, was to capture each other's mood and get on with each other on a friendly basis. At no point, we are told, did the ancients' drinking detract from their duties. 24 This insistence on moderation becomes a frequently recurring element in retrospective character descriptions of past sages and culture heroes. Politically inspired comments on the need for moderation in drinking, and eating, occur in nearly every late Warring States and early Han text that deals with the art of government. Unlike their wayward predecessors or superiors, sages are said to distinguish themselves through the art of moderation. The sage ruler gets through frequent and lengthy programs of ritual drinking without succumbing to excess. 25 Not infrequently these comments play on the theme that in order to look after the body politic, people in power need to look after their bodies. "If a Son of Heaven becomes a habitual drinker," the Han Feizi 韓非子 contends, "he will lose the empire; if an ordinary person gets hooked on wine, he will lose his body/self." 26 To no great surprise the Confucius figure topped the list of moderate consumers. 27 But there were others too who stood out for their ability to handle ritual drinking and sensory pleasures without being detracted from governmental duties. The following passage depicts the Duke of Zhou:
When the Duke of Zhou governed the world, alcohol and meat were not removed from his presence, and the bells and drums (at his court) were not removed from their suspension (racks). (He) listened to music and (yet) the country was ordered;
(but his own) labor had nothing to do with it. (He) drank alcohol and (still) worthies were promoted: (but his own) wisdom had nothing to do with it. (He) acted for 13 himself and (yet) the people were enriched: (but his own) goodness had nothing to do with it. (For) he who knows the Way, crowds of worthies will serve for (him), and the stupid and wise will (all) completely manifest (their) true dispositions. 28 Here effortless rule through delegating tasks and attracting talent to one's service allows a sage ruler to partake of alcohol and music and even to engage in some measure of personal wealth creation. Balance and moderation are presented as a safeguard for spontaneous rule.
The prevalence of this leitmotiv of the sober sage clearly irritated a critic such as Wang
Chong who pours his scorn on Confucius' reputation as someone who could drink without limit: "King Wen 文王 drank one thousand zhong 鍾 measures of wine and Confucius one hundred goblets (gu 觚) …. They were alcohol addicts (酒徒), not sages.
There is a method to the drinking of alcohol since the size of the chest and belly is almost equal among men …". 29 The sages also recognized the potential dangers of alcohol from the moment it was invented. Moral ambiguity is embedded in the origin narratives of alcohol. When Yi Di 義 (儀) 狄, the legendary inventor of ale, created his brew, the Huainanzi 淮南子 states, Yu 禹 the Great sampled it with appreciation but next removed his minister from office and issued a prohibition on alcohol to prevent excess. 30 Yu's visionary prediction that wine would one day lead to the inevitable demise of some states is also incorporated in the following anecdote:
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The king of Liang 梁, Wei Ying 魏嬰, was hosting his feudal lords with a toast at Fantai 范臺. Feeling the pleasure of his wine, he called upon the ruler of Lu to raise the cup again. The ruler of Lu stood up, left his mat, and choosing his words carefully he said: "In ancient times the emperor's daughter ordered Yi Di to make wine and it was good. It was presented to Yu. Yu drank of it and found it pleasant.
Thereupon he sent Yi Di away from him and issued an order banning wine, saying, 'Among later generations there will certainly be those who will lose their state because of this wine.'" 31
That the pleasures brought on by alcohol inevitably imply political risk is also ingrained in the etymology of the graph jiu 酒 as proposed by Xu Shen's 許慎 (ca. 55-149 CE):
Jiu 酒 'alcohol' means jiu 就 'to achieve'. It is the means whereby the good and evil in human nature are achieved. The (graph) is composed of shui 水 and you 酉, the latter also representing its phonetic. It also means zao 造 'to produce' and is the means whereby good and bad fortune are made to arise. In antiquity Yi Di invented (zuo 作 ) ale with dregs (unfiltered), Yu tasted it and found it excellent (but) following this he banned Yi Di. Du Kang 杜康 invented rice wine (shu jiu 秫酒). 32 In sum, men of letters, masters of philosophy and those charged with interpreting history and judging its heroes and villains were keen to comment on the morality of drunkenness and the politics of alcohol as an ingredient in their assessment of the past and its paragons.
Whereas in literary portrayals and poetry of early medieval China (3 rd cent. CE onwards), escapism, pleasure, temptation, stimulus and inspiration would become increasingly accommodated as positive virtues brought on by alcohol, the predominant assessments of the effects of alcohol in pre-imperial and early imperial times appear to hinge on moral ambiguity, social and ritual malfunction, and the inevitability of political decline. 33 
Ritual drinking
Above I noted that rituals and ritual sacrifice frequently provided the context for criticisms of excessive drinking and character judgment. The fragile boundaries between rule-guided drinking and uncontrolled excess are highlighted in several texts. The aforementioned ode "Chu ci" (Thorny Caltrop) presents a perfectly scripted scenario: the preparation and offering of sacrificial foodstuffs is followed by a banqueting scene performed as part of an ancestral ritual. Once the sacrifice is completed, an invocator announces that the spirits are satiated. Next the ritual participants go on to feast. 34 Orderly sacrifices however could also descend into uncontrolled ritualized bedlam. Such are the scenes juxtaposed in "Bin zhi chu yan" 賓之初筵 ("When the guests first take to their seating mats"; Mao 220), another piece in the Odes, which the Mao preface places at the time of Duke Wu 武 of Wei 衛 (r. 812-758 BCE). It starts with two stanzas that describe the orderly and temperate use of alcohol during an archery ceremony and a concluding sacrifice. The archers are invited to take their seats and while host and guests toast each other with solemnity:
The food-baskets and platters are arranged in rows, With sauces and kernels displayed.
The wine is soft and good, And all drink very peaceably.
Such orchestrated orderliness, the poem insists, befits the occasion of a sacrifice, when, sustained by music and dance, ancestral spirits are invited to bless their descendants:
When the guests first take their seats, How decorous they are, how reverent! While they are still sober Their deportment is dignified and correct.
Next this picture of ritual perfection takes a turn. The following three stanzas then describe the intoxicated chaos that arises when ritual decorum is abandoned: guests start rioting, howling and brawling as the feast goes on and the wine keeps flowing. Those who fail to leave the scene when inebriated are said to "harm the virtue" (fa de 伐德) the proceedings are meant to instil: "Drinking wine is an occasion of great worth, only when a sense of deportment is preserved." 35 The final stanza then contains moralizing observations on the deficit of ritual occasion when drunkenness takes over and ritual specialists are called upon to supervise proceedings:
Whenever at these occasions wine is drunk; Some are tipsy, some are not.
So we appoint a master of ceremonies, Sometimes assisted by a recorder.
"That drunk man is not behaving nicely;
He is making the sober feel uncomfortable.
Pray do not mention at random, Things that do not belong together, that are quite silly.
What are not real words, do not say;
What leads nowhere, do not speak of, Led on by drunkenness in your talk, Bringing out "rams" (cups) and "hornless" (cups) side by side.
After three cups you don't know what you are saying;
What will become of you if you insist on taking more?! 36 These poems illustrate that, despite the charge that alcohol had caused the fall of those that had ruled before them, the need to keep ritualized drinking within bounds remained high on the agenda for the Zhou nobility. 37 The banquet was another such scene where the fine line between ritual reserve, formality and excess was easily transgressed.
Drinking protocol during banquets or official missions could spark incidents that ranged from public humiliation to the assassination of political opponents. 38 One of the most telling illustrations of the tension between ritual reverence and drinking for pleasure is preserved in an exchange, most likely apocryphal, between As soon as the Five Grains have been gathered (i.e. during autumn and winter) they (i.e. Confucian ritualists) drag themselves along to large funerals and take their sons and grandsons with them so that they can get stuffed on drink and food.
Confucius and his disciple Zigong
In the end they only need to be in charge of a number of funerals to have enough for their needs. They depend on other households for their wealth and the dignity they enjoy depends on the fields of others. When there is a funeral in a rich family they are overwhelmed with great joy saying: "This is our opportunity for clothing and food!" 40 Even Confucius' alleged habit to be frugal in the presence of mourners provoked comments about the abuse of funerals as an occasion to stock up on free meat and wine.
Unlike today, the argument went during court debates around 81 BCE, the ancients were exemplary members of society, always conscious of the fact that wine and meat should only be consumed in the context of sacrificial gatherings. 41 The rules for ritualised drinking themselves, some claimed, were invented to control the excessive use of alcohol:
The rearing of pigs (to feast on grain-fed animals) and the making of wine (with the adjunct of drinking) were not intended to cause disaster. Yet when criminal charges and litigations grew increasingly in number, it was the result of excessive wine drinking. Therefore the kings of ancient times instituted rituals for wine drinking.
With one toast, the host and the guests are obliged to salute each other numerous times. Thus one can drink for the whole day without becoming drunk. This is how the ancients prevented disasters caused by wine drinking. As such wine and food became a means whereby people were brought together in pleasure. 42 These accounts however merely described an ideal, and evidence suggests that the politics of toasting were a real concern to some. For instance in a report among the aforementioned Qin legal documents found at Shuihudi, the refusal to participate in toasting at a village sacrifice is the subject of a legal complaint:
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When in my [the accused's] household there are sacrifices, we invite [the plaintiff] and the others, but [the plaintiff] and the others are unwilling to come; they also never invite me [the accused] to drink. When there are sacrifices in the village, I [the accused] together with the villagers as well as [the plaintiff] meet to drink and eat, but nobody is willing to share a cup or dish (with me). 43 The politics of responding to an invitation to drink as well as the decision to reciprocate or refuse related directly to the ways in which local communities conceived of rank and hierarchy. Just as the handling of alcohol informed the judgement of character in the past, ritualised drinking prompted self-examination and tested one's relationship with fellow or rival, as well as with higher forces and powers beyond this world. The measured scene The joy is not carried to wantonness; Decorum is meticulously preserved;
Every movement is at one with the codes. 44 
Conclusion
It is likely that attempts by successive ruling houses in early China to control or monopolize the production, sale, and consumption of alcohol were partly motivated by economic concerns. It is also clear that the use and abuse of alcohol in early China was part and parcel of social and moral commentary. Drinking excesses were a continuous subject of criticism. Even the Han critic Wang Chong puts his brush to a memorial dubbed a "Prohibition on Alcohol" ("Jin jiu" 禁酒), in which he advises a local governor in Henan to curb alcohol use in order to put a halt to rampant crime in the area. 45 Furthermore, alcohol prohibitions in antiquity would continue to invite comments among literati centuries later. 46 But over and above issues such as the production and distribution of alcohol, or tax revenues drawn from alcohol, this essay has shown that the management of alcohol consumption also provided a powerful rhetorical tool to invoke or aggrandize the moral character and achievements of those in power. One could argue that when rulers in the early empires conceived of a ban on alcohol or wished to regulate its distribution and consumption through the agency of officials and ritual specialists, this was also a gesture that mimicked exemplary acts undertaken by rulers in an idealized past.
If the ancient Zhou rulers were hailed in the Pronouncement for having washed away the wrongs of the past by banning drinking gatherings and stewarding their subjects through a program of ritualized drinking without excess, it is perhaps no surprise that many a ruler in succeeding centuries wished to be associated with similar measures, not in the least perhaps Wang Mang on whose watch the memorial we started this essay with was submitted. Even when, in reality, controlling ritual occasion or enforcing alcohol monopolies often turned out to end in failure, the ambition to do so provided a powerful label for the historiographer charged with rendering his protagonist fit for good government in his narrative. In the eyes of posterity, there were good reasons to turn down a drink.
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